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Executive summary 
Internet Matters commissioned a programme of research over the summer of 2016 which consisted of a 

nationally representative online survey of 6-16 year olds and a range of qualitative work with parents and 

children across the country. This report summarises findings from this research in terms of how parents 

and children use the internet and what risks parents identify from this, how parents approach helping their 

children to stay safe from these risks and what help and support parents receive, or would like to receive, 

in doing this. It looks in particular detail at these questions in relation to cyberbullying and sexting. 

Parents were mostly regular users of the internet and most were confident in their 

own skills online, though confidence is not universal 
 Parents typically use the internet regularly for a range of tasks including e-mail and browsing but also 

commonly for shopping and banking. The convenience of using it for the latter two was widely 

appreciated, as was the breadth of information that can be accessed online. 

 Pa e ts  confidence in how to use the internet varied, with most feeling confident that they are able 

to do all or most of the tasks that they would want to do online, but a large minority believed that the 

amount of information online could be overwhelming. 

Childre ’s use of the i ter et is increasingly mobile and away from direct 

supervision 
 Children access the internet from an increasingly wide range of locations, many of which are out of 

sight of their parents. Relatively few parents said that that their children are always supervised when 

they are online; many felt that this was simply not practical given how common and easy getting 

online is for young people. 

 Parents mostly had a nuanced view of how the internet affects children and young people, with 

parents aware of many potential benefits and risks to being online. Parents identified a number of 

ways in which being online was useful for their children, particularly in relation to their education. But 

there was a perception from many that being online could be unsafe for children – more parents 

agreed with this statement than disagreed – and in particular highlighted the risks of being contacted 

by strangers and being exposed to inappropriate content.  

 Some parents were also concerned about the amount of screen time their children had, and the 

knock-on effects on inactivity and face-to-face social interaction. 

 Since 2013 more parents reported that their children were going online in their bedrooms and outside 

of the house. This is in line with general trends that have been seen in other research, for instance in 

Of o s Media Usage T a ke , hi h i di ated i   that people are becoming more likely to go 
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online using devices other than a computer such as tablets and smart phones
1
. Perhaps linked to this 

point, fewer parents that in 2013 said that they always supervise their children whilst online. 

Parents use a range of technical and behavioural strategies to online 

safety in order to both protect and prepare their children 

 Parents use a wide range of both behavioural and technical strategies to keep their children safe 

online, and most parents use a combination of both. 

 Commonly used technical strategies include installing anti-virus software, applying parental controls 

and using safe searches. The benefits of these were seen to be that they reduce the risk of children 

accidentally discovering inappropriate content while exploring online. One theme which emerged 

however was around perceptions of controls and filters. Some felt that filters could not completely 

prevent children from coming across inappropriate content, as children may still encounter it at other 

people s houses, or by circumventing these filters. It should be noted however that previous research 

with young people themselves has suggested that a minority of children have circumvented filters. An 

Internet Matters survey in 2015 of children aged between 7 and 17 found that only 19% mentioned 

that they always, mostly or sometimes turned off or got around safety controls and 15% that they 

always, mostly or sometimes used proxy servers.
2
 An Ofcom report from 2015 also found that just 11% 

of 12-15 year olds knew how to disable filters or controls and only 3% said that they had done so in the 

past year.
3
 

 Some more authoritarian parents cited the importance of using strategies in order to be aware of 

what their child was doing online. Children spoken to in the focus groups mentioned that parents 

would sometimes befriend them on social media in order to keep track of what the children were 

posting there and who they were in touch with. Some children also mentioned that parents would 

check their phones or online history at times. A number of parents mentioned similar things, including 

directly supervising children – something that was seen to be more applicable to younger children – as 

well as reviewing browser histories.  

 The importance of speaking to children about online safety was also commonly mentioned, in order to 

build a trusted relationship so as issues can be discussed and the child can refer any questions or 

worries that they have about their online lives to their parents. This was seen to be necessary as most 

parents oted that the ethods des i ed a o e fo  filte i g a d o ito i g hild e s use of the 
internet were not likely to provide a full safeguard, nor were they often seen to be an ideal way to help 

their children to learn and grow. 

                                                      

1
 See Ofcom, Media Usage Tracker 2016: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0026/80828/2016-adults-media-use-

and-attitudes.pdf?lang=uqovrjuc 
2
 See Internet Matters, Pace of Change: https://www.internetmatters.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/12/Internet_Matters_Pace_of_Change_report-final_2.pdf 
3
 See Ofcom, Report on Internet Safety Measures: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/31732/Third-internet-

safety-report-January-2015.pdf 
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 When surveyed, most parents reported that they had spoken to their children about staying safe 

online, and this was often something they thought comes up in other conversations about parenting 

(such as around how to treat others, or how to keep yourself safe). A sizable minority however only 

did so infrequently – once a year or less. The parents who were more likely to say that they discussed 

online safety regularly were those who were more concerned about risks online and who were more 

confident in their own internet use. 

 Even among parents who had discussed online safety with their children, they had not necessarily 

discussed all aspects of this. As seen in later sections of this report, under half of parents had spoken 

to their children about sexting. 

 Overall most parents were confident that the strategies they use are sufficient to keep their children 

safe online. When asked about how their strategies kept their children safe against specific risks 

though, around one in ten were not confident in this. Lack of confidence was also more likely among 

those who were less confident in their own internet use.  

 Most of the children spoken to during the focus groups were also able to discuss common online 

issues and strategies for how to deal with them, such as taking care over what they post online, setting 

privacy settings on social media and blocking or reporting unwanted attention online. 

 It as oted i  the hild e s fo us g oups ho e e  that they did not always refer all questions or 

worries immediately to their parents, with some wanting to deal with such issues directly themselves. 

 Most pa e ts ag eed, as the  had i  , that thei  hild s safet  o li e as a ig o e  of thei s. I  
the current survey this proportion had risen slightly. As in 2013, most parents agreed that they knew 

how to keep their child safe online, and also as had been the case in 2013 most agreed that they felt 

equipped with the right information and tools to keep their children sage online.  

Help, support and advice 
 Parents typically saw themselves as having the primary responsibility for e suri g their hildre ’s 

online safety, and most were confident in their ability to do this.  

 Proactive help-seeking around how to discuss online safety with children was seen to be uncommon 

outside of discussions with friends and family – many felt that it needed to be something which was 

set out in their own words. Although around two in five parents agreed that they needed more help 

and advice about reducing risks online, few said that they were very aware of where to find this. 

Parents were also not aware of most of the organisations providing information and support about 

online safety. 

 The source that is most commonly used by parents to find out more about keeping children safe online 

is their school. Schools were cited as the source second most responsible for teaching young people 

about online safety (after parents), the source through which most parents had learned about 

hild e s o li e safet  a d as ofte  gi e  as the pla e pa e ts ould tu  to i  a  s e a io here 
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their child faced a serious issue online. Children also commonly noted that schools had been key 

sources of information about information online. 

 Parents both advocated for and responded positively to suggestions that social media networks could 

do more to suppo t hild e s o li e safet  i  a eas su h as e ull i g, p e e ti g u de age use of 
the networks and encouraging use of privacy settings. 

 Compared to 2013, parents continued to view themselves and schools as having the most 

responsibility for hild e s o li e safet . As i   the  sa  the sel es as ha i g p i a  
responsibility. In the current study the role of schools was highlighted even more strongly – as well as 

being the source which was second most likely (after parents) to be seen as being responsible for 

keeping children safe online, schools moved up from being the second most commonly-mentioned 

sou e  hi h pa e ts had lea ed a out hild e s o li e safet  i   to ei g the ost 
commonly-mentioned source in the current study. 

Cyberbullying 
 Cyberbullying was an issue which many parents were concerned about. The sheer amount of time that 

young people spend online and the fact that many carry online devices with them for large parts of the 

day was seen by some to make cyberbullying a particular challenge as it was seen to be difficult to 

escape the situation. 

 From the perspective of the young people spoken to, cyberbullying was an issue which they were 

aware of within their schools. Awareness of cyberbullying among parents too is generally good; though 

there was often uncertainty amongst both parents and children about what would be the best way to 

deal with a case of cyberbullying should it emerge. In many cases parents suggested that they would 

speak to thei  hild s school. 

 In terms of discussing cyberbullying with their children, most parents felt comfortable doing so and 

the majority of parents had already spoken to them about this. Some parents noted that messages 

which were important to give to their child which related to cyberbullying – such as the importance of 

treating others with respect and of thinking about the effect of your words on others – were things 

which would come up in general parenting conversations as well as those which specifically relate to 

going online. There were though some pieces of advice which parents gave children that were specific 

to being online, for instance advising them to block bullies online, storing any evidence of online 

bullying and being careful about what they posted online. 

 There were some parents (around three in ten) who had not spoken to their children about 

cyberbullying at the time of surveying. This was more common among parents of younger children, 

who were typically less common users of interactive services online than older children. However 

parental confidence, both in their own ability to use the internet and their confidence in discussing 

cyberbullying with their child, was again an important factor in determining how likely a parent was to 

have discussed this. 
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 When parents were asked about identifying the signs of cyberbullying, most were very confident that 

they would know if their child was the victim of any bullying online – partly on account of the 

monitoring measures which some parents undertake but also as parents felt they would pick up on 

behavioural cues or changes. Parents were less confident however that they would definitely know if 

their child was the perpetrator of cyberbullying, and when parents whose child had been involved in 

a cyberbullying incident were asked what role their child had played in this they were far more likely to 

identify that their child had been a victim than a perpetrator. 

Sexting 
 The 11-13 year old girls and boys spoken to during the qualitative work were aware of sexting as an 

issue, both as a result of awareness-raising in their schools and from parents, but also from stories that 

they are aware of from within their school cohorts where many felt that sexting was common. Some 

had also had talks from police who were investigating cases of sexting in their school. 

 Sexting was something which many parents had concerns about, with one common fear being the 

perception that images which were posted or shared online would remain there forever. Some parents 

linked the issue of sexting to a broader issue that they perceived around sexualisation of young 

people, and felt negatively about the idea that this was something which their children would have to 

deal with. 

 One point which was raised by some parents was that they saw sexting as more of an issue or concern 

for girls than for boys. These parents often felt that the consequences of others finding out about the 

fact that a girl had been involved in sexting may be worse than for a boy. It was also admitted in the 

qualitative work with boys aged 11-13 that even though they were aware of a range of consequences 

that a boy could face for receiving sext pictures, there was a status given to boys who had received 

these. 

 Most parents said that they were confident having discussions about sexting with their children, but 

fewer than half of parents overall had actually done so. As with cyberbullying, parents of younger 

children were particularly unlikely to have discussed this, as were parents with less confidence in their 

own ability online. Though many parents admitted that the prospect of having a conversation about 

sexting with their children was awkward, few mentioned that this would be a barrier to having the 

conversation if they felt it was necessary. For many of those who had not discussed it, the reason they 

gave was that they did not think their child needed the conversation given their age or their habits. 
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Conclusions and Implications 
 

 Child e s use of the i te et is e o i g o e o ile – and more often taking place away from 

their parents – and also more interactive than ever, with more games, social media platforms and 

interactive services offering young people the opportunity to interact with each other and meet 

new people. In this context most parents are aware that ensuring that their children have the skills 

to navigate the risks that exist when online in this context is key. 

 There is a need to stimulate more conversations between parents and children about sexting in 

particular. Though parents are conscious that these conversations are important, some of them are 

delaying the start of these discussions due to issues which included awkwardness, lack of 

o fide e a d a ti g to p ese e thei  hild e s i o e e. I  so e ases pa e ts  o  
knowledge about the issue is not complete or up to date, and one area which may be useful to 

address is the perception from some parents that it is more of an issue for girls. Increasing 

awareness of the legal implications of sexting for boys may be one useful way of doing this. 

 The likelihood of having these dis ussio s is li ked to pa e ts  o  o fide e, oth i  a i g out 
tasks online and their confidence that they are able to have discussions about sexting. 

Communications should therefore consider the tone of the messaging to be around emphasising 

that these conversations are something which is possible for all parents to have. 

 The obvious way to contact parents about online safety is through schools – they are the source 

which parents most commonly see as supporting them in keeping children safe online, and a source 

which parents often go to for support when problems arise online. Options such as developing a 

code of conduct for schools around internet safety, or using schools as a base for training 

workshops could be explored. Given the value of starting such conversations at a young age, 

primary schools would be a natural starting point. 

 There does not seem to be a huge call from parents for resources and tools which support them in 

having conversations with their children about online safety. In the qualitative groups parents felt 

as if this was something they were able to do themselves but was simply uncomfortable, and many 

parents were uncomfortable with the idea of having conversations with their children that felt 

directed by someone other than themselves. One thing which did prove useful at times however 

was having something that prompted parents to discuss issues with their children – which could 

o e i  the fo  of a  e pe ie e hi h had happe ed i  the pa e t o  hild s life, a sto  that 
they were aware of from school or a story which they heard in the media. 

 One suggestion which was made during the research as to how parents could potentially be 

supported in future was through creating a knowledge-sharing network along the lines of a 

Neighbourhood Watch. Parents who signed up to the network would receive advice or news about 

hild e s o li e safet  – in particular suggestions for potential risks that children may be exposed 

to online, for instance specific concerns about new games or apps, or insights into how young 

people are circumventing online filters and controls. 
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 Wo k ould e do e alo gside so ial edia p o ide s i  o de  to do o e to suppo t hild e s 
safet  o li e a d to alla  pa e ts  fea s a out the isks of usi g these sites. Pa ents were 

enthusiastic when asked about all of the potential measures which social media providers could 

provide. 
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Introduction 
 

In summer 2016, Internet Matters commissioned Opinion Leader to conduct a piece of research looking 

into parents  and children s attitudes, pe eptio s a d eha iou  elati g to hild e s o li e safet . This 

follows on from previous research in this area, i ludi g I te et Matte s  C e safe  esea h f o  4
,  

the current study aims to gain a deeper understanding into pare t s a d hild e s ie s a d fo uses o  
three important areas of internet safety- cyberbullying, sexting and inappropriate content.  

Through exploring these areas, this study also aims to establish the help, support and advice that parents 

need when keeping their children safe online and, how they would like to access this help. 

The findings of this research will be used to help Internet Matters in developing communications and other 

services to help parents and children to stay safe online and to ensure that the support that Internet 

Matters offers is grounded in what parents need.  

This report is divided into five areas that focus on the key objectives of the research: 

 The positive and negative aspects of being online 

 How do parents try to keep their children safe online and why do they do it this way?  

 Keeping foster children safe 

 Help support and advice 

 Insight into cyberbullying 

 Insight into sexting 

 Insight into inappropriate content 

Methodology 

A mixed method approach was used for this piece of research combining qualitative and quantitative 

methods. A short piece of desk research was also carried out before any primary research, in order to 

identify knowledge gaps and avoid where possible repetition of other recent studies. An overview of the 

primary research conducted is shown below, and more details on each element are included in Appendix 1. 

  

                                                      

4
Cybersafe, Research to Support a Safer Internet Campaign, September 2013  http://www.internetmatters.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/12/Cybersafe-20-Sept-2013-Opinion-Leader-FINAL-VERSION-1.pdf  

http://www.internetmatters.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Cybersafe-20-Sept-2013-Opinion-Leader-FINAL-VERSION-1.pdf
http://www.internetmatters.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Cybersafe-20-Sept-2013-Opinion-Leader-FINAL-VERSION-1.pdf
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Qualitative research took place with parents and children between June and August 2016 and consisted of 

the following methodologies: 

 10 Focus groups with parents of 

children aged between 6 and 16 

years 

 2 Focus groups with young people in 

Year 8 school 

 8 Family interviews with parents of 

children, where children were  

aged 11-13 years 

 3 Depth interviews with parents of 

children who had been cyberbullied 

 3 Depth interviews with foster 

parents who had had experience of 

issues relating to cyberbullying, 

sexting or inappropriate content 

The key fieldwork locations for the focus groups are highlighted on the map above.  

The quantitative element of this study took place online across the UK access panels. A total of 1,500 

fifteen minute interviews were completed with a nationally representative sample of parents who have at 

least one child aged between 6 and 16 years old.   
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Birmingham 
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The positive and negative aspects of 

being online 
 

Summary: The positives and negative aspects of being online 

Parents’ use of the internet 

 Parents typically use the internet regularly for a range of tasks including e-mail and browsing 

but also commonly for shopping and banking. The convenience of using it for the latter two 

was widely appreciated. Since 2013 more parents reported using it for streaming content, 

using apps and using instant messaging. 

 Being online was also seen to offer a number of benefits in terms of the breadth of 

information that can be accessed there; it could have great benefits in expanding the horizons 

of both parents and children and was often seen to have a net positive effect on education. 

 The breadth of information available was seen to bring its own risks, including the potential to 

access misleading or malicious information, the risks of accidentally seeing inappropriate 

content. 

 Pa e ts  o fide e i  ho  to use the i te et a ied, ith ost feeli g o fide t that the  
are able to do all or most of the tasks that they would want to do online, but a large minority 

believed that the amount of information online could be overwhelming. 

Children’s use of the internet 

 Children access the internet from an increasingly wide range of locations, many of which are 

out of sight of their parents – such as in their bedrooms, at school and outside of the house. 

Since 2013 more parents reported that their children were going online in their bedrooms and 

outside of the house. 

 Parents identified ways in which being online was useful for their children, particularly in 

relation to their education. But there was a perception from many that being online could be 

unsafe for children – more parents agreed with this idea than disagreed – and in particular 

highlighted the risks of being contacted by strangers and being exposed to inappropriate 

content.  

 Some parents were also concerned about the amount of screen time their children had and 

the knock on effects on inactivity and face to face social interaction.   
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PARENTS’ USE OF THE INTERNET 

Parents felt that the internet had both positive and negative implications for their 

children.   

In both the online survey and focus groups most parents highlighted that they were regular internet users. 

When asked what activities they carried out online, almost nine in ten parents reported that they use it for 

emailing (87%) and general browsing (86%) and large numbers also reported using it for interactions like 

shopping (86%) and banking (80%). Since 2013, higher proportions of parents reported streaming live 

content (56% mentioned this, up from 46%); using or downloading apps (56%, up from 41%); and using 

instant messaging (59%, up from 28%). 

During focus groups, parents were also asked to reflect on what they liked and disliked about going online. 

Parents often mentioned the sheer breadth of information that could be accessed online. In some cases 

parents noted this as a positive feature – the fact that it made huge amounts of information and media 

available to children was seen to have great potential benefits in terms of their education (which is 

discussed more below) and in expanding their horizons. On the other hand however, some parents felt that 

the breadth of information could lead to finding misleading information. Some parents felt that being 

online risked coming across inappropriate or malicious content. These risks are all areas which are 

discussed in more detail later in this report. 

   

The i te et, I suppose, is a e  useful tool fo  i fo atio  at ou  fi ge tips, ut the e a e a lot of 
things that ou do t eall  a t to see o  the e.  Parent of child in Y1/2, Cardiff  

 

I like the a essi ilit  of i fo atio .  It s e  diffe e t to he  I as at s hool, he e if ou 
a ted to fi d so ethi g out, ou had to ait u til the li a  ope ed… he eas o  it s at ou  

fingertips.  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , Glasgo  

Overall the majority of parents felt that the positive effects of the internet outweighed the risks (58% 

agreed with this). Just over seven in ten (71%) also agreed that the internet was essential to everyday life. 

There were some parents who were more equivocal; around a third (35%) neither agreed nor disagreed 

that the positive effects of being online outweighed the risks and three in ten (30%) disagreed with the 

state e t that the i te et is a safe pla e fo  hild e  to e  – a slightly higher proportion than agreed 

with that statement (27%).  

I dislike it because it's very, very hard to police for safety reasons for the children.  I would say it's 

impossible  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , Glasgow 
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43% 

48% 

9% 

1% Know how to do

anything online

Know how to do

most things

online

Know how to do

some things

online

Find hard to do

anything online

37% 

33% 

30% 
Agree

Neither

Disagree

Most parents are confident about using the internet 

Parents were asked a series of questions about their levels of confidence in using the internet, and 

responses to these reflected a spectrum of opinions, from a sizable proportion who felt highly confident, a 

majority in most cases who were fairly confident but not entirely, and a smaller proportion who had limited 

confidence and comfort in their ability online.  

When asked to rate their confidence overall online, around two in five parents (43%) said that they were 

confident that they knew how to do everything they would want to do on the internet. Around half (48%) 

were in the second-most confident category, agreeing that they could do most of what they would want to 

do on the internet but that there were still some things they could not do. There were also smaller 

proportions of parents who were largely not confident in their ability to use the internet – around one in 

ten (9%) said that they could do basic things on the internet but that there were still many things they 

could not do, and 1% said that they had difficulties using the internet for any task at all (Chart 1A). Older 

parents – aged over 55 – women and those in lower socio-economic groups were more likely to be less 

confident in their answers to this question. Parents in the qualitative sessions often felt that children were 

more competent online than they were and also adept at circumnavigating security passwords.  

I was about to say that children are more switched on technologically than I am  Pa e t of hild i  
Y3/4, Birmingham 

I e spoke  to the  a out it e ause ou  hild e  a e ise  tha  us, e e  at te .  The  a  go o  
and change parental guidance, parental settings" Parent of child in Y5/6, Birmingham 

In terms of their ability to use internet devices, just over half of parents (53%) disagreed with the statement 

I a  ot o fide t usi g i te et de i es . Just under a quarter (24%) agreed though that this was the 

case. In terms of content online a slightly greater proportion of parents were anxious about the scale – 

ea l  fou  i  te  %  ag eed ith the state e t that The e is so u h o  the i te et it feels 
o e hel i g , hile a s alle  p opo tio  %  disag eed ith this. (Chart 1B).  

Chart 1A: Q. Which of the following statements best describes your own levels of confidence in using the internet? 

Base: All participants (1,500) 

Chart 1B: Q. There is so much on the internet it feels overwhelming. Base: All participants (1,500) 
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CHILDREN’S USE OF THE INTERNET 

Childre ’s a ess to the i ter et is i reasi gly o ile a d taki g pla e a ay fro  
parents 

Pa e ts e e also asked to des i e thei  hild e s o li e behaviour, in terms of both what they are 

accessing and where they access it. In terms of where they go online, the most common place for children 

to access the internet is at home in a room shared by the family and under supervision (67%). However, 

over half of children (54%) also go online in shared spaces without supervision, and around three in five 

(61%) children use devices in their bedroom. Outside of the home, just under half of children (42%) access 

the i te et at s hool, a d a si ila  p opo tio  has a ess outside the ho e, o  the go o  at a f ie d s 
house (41%). The trend here since this question was previously asked in 2013 indicates that hild e s 
online access is becoming increasingly mobile centric , with children being significantly more likely to be 

using internet devices in their bedroom and outside the home compared to in 2013.
5
  

In terms of the activities children are taking part in when they are online, some elements of this varied with 

age while other types of use were consistent among children of all ages. At all ages gaming (participation 

levels between 68% and 78% of children were noted for gaming on mobile phones or tablets) and using 

computers for work or schoolwork (participation levels between 74% and 86% of children) were common. 

General browsing online became more common as children became older, rising from 48% among 6 year 

olds to 84% 16 year olds which is almost the same rate at which adults reported browsing (86%). 

Use of instant messaging became more popular at around the time children started secondary school with 

usage jumping from 45% among children aged 10 to 62% among children aged 12. Use of social media also 

rose from 43% to 59% at the same time. Usage of both rose again by age 14, so that by this age around 

three quarters of children were using instant messaging (73%) and social media (76%). 

Of those children that use social networking sites, the most popular was Facebook with almost 8 out of 10 

children using this site (76%). Of the children who do use social media, a slightly smaller proportion were 

Facebook users than in 2013, when almost all parents whose children were on social media said that they 

used Facebook (97%).
6
 Other popular social media sites were used by around half of children, these 

included YouTube (61%), Instagram (56%), Snapchat (54%) and WhatsApp (53%). Many children use instant 

messaging services as well as social media networks. These services are used by the majority of children 

who use them for individual messaging (81%) but over half of children are also involved in group 

conversations (54%). 

                                                      

5
 An additio al a s e  ode as added to this uestio  i   so the ode f o   At ho e i  a oo  sha ed  

the fa il  as split i to At ho e i  a oo  sha ed  the fa il  u de  supe isio  a d At ho e i  a oo  sha ed 
 the fa il  ithout supe isio . All other codes remained the same. 

6
 Additional answer codes for this question were added in 2016, for YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, WhatsApp, Skype, 

Vine, Musical.ly, Reddit, Vimeo and LinkedIn. 
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Parents have a nuanced view of how the internet affects children and young 

people 

Whe  pa e ts e e asked ho  the  felt that the i te et affe ted e tai  a eas of thei  hild s life, in most 

areas the most common response was that these could be both positively and negatively affected by going 

online (see chart overleaf).  There were however some exceptions to this, in which the internet was either 

seen to have a net positive or negative effect. In terms of education, this was mostly seen as being 

positively influenced by the internet as it provided a good source for games and tools related to learning 

and opportunities to quickly and conveniently carry out research. Some children received homework via 

email.  

The advantage is that they can do their homework on there and they have access to masses of 

information.  The disadvantages are, with social networking, I m really worried about online 

bullying, and it seems to be prevalent in pretty much all of society o .  Parent of child in Y3/4, 

Birmingham 

On the other hand, as was mentioned before around three in ten parents (30%) disagreed that the internet 

is a safe pla e fo  hild e  to e; a d se e  i  te  %  sa  that thei  hild e s safet  o li e is a ig 
concern, up slightly from the figure from 2013 (64%). Two specific areas in which parents were more likely 

to feel that the internet had a more negative effect than positive were in relation to being exposed to 

inappropriate content and having contact with strangers. The latter in particular was a theme which also 

emerged strongly from the qualitative work as something which many parents felt was a key risk of their 

children being online. It was noted that online chats and gaming were platforms through which this can 

occur. Of particular note in many of the discussions was the fear that people who contact their children 

online may not be who they say they are.  

"My dislike is that it's faceless.  You don't know who is talking, who is there.  It could be anybody, 

eall .  Parent of child Y7/8, Glasgow 

"The  pla  ga es ith people o li e, a d he s, I k o  so-and-so, a d he s fiftee  ea s old.   Ho  
do ou k o ?  You do t e ause all ou a  hea  is a oi e, a d a o e a  put a pi tu e of thei  
profile.  It could be anybody" Parent of child aged 11-13, Birmingham 

Risks, I see as, ou k o , the safet  aspe t, the e o l  e e  a ouple of li ks a a  f o  thi gs 
ou do t a t the  to see.  Parent of child Y1/2, Cardiff 

In addition to accessing inappropriate content, parents were also concerned that the internet has taken 

over the lives of their children in some ways. Children are seen to spend more time in their rooms alone, 

not socialising with others and spending very little time being physically active outside.  

I do worry about his social skills... they don t go out in the street and play anymore, like they used 

to...like, outside of school, you know.  They can use the internet to socialise with friends, but then 

it s not the same as being outside.  Parent of child Y1/2, Cardiff 
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Chart 2: Q. Which of these statements best describes how you feel going online affects [parenting concern] for your 

child? Base: All participants who highlighted this area as a key concern Education (445) Being able to provide for them 

financially (397) Their emotional well-being (721) Relationship with peers (294) Diet (206) Alcohol/drugs (315) Physical 

health (610) Being exposed to inappropriate behaviour/content (526) Contact with strangers (522) 

A nuanced view of the effects that being online can have was also reflected when parents were asked to 

give an overall view of thei  hild e s safet  o li e. Almost 4 in 10 parents feel that online risks are no 

more dangerous than those in their everyday lives (37%) whilst around 3 in 10 disagree with this (28%). 

The e a e also i ed ie s ith the state e t the i te et is a safe pla e to e  ith % of pa e ts 
neither agreeing nor disagreeing with this statement. Although parents are mixed in their views of whether 

the internet as a whole is safe or not, half of parents (50%) do not think that the risks are exaggerated. This 

is in line with how parents answered in 2013, when 37% agreed that online risks were no more dangerous 

than those in their everyday lives and 30% disagreed. Similarly, in 2013 50% of parents did not think that 

the risks of being online were exaggerated, the same proportion as in this current survey. 

The main risks of being online were seen to change with age  

For younger children, pa e ts  worries surrounded what they see online, but as they get older this changes 

to worries around what they share and who they interact with.  
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Chart 4: Q. To what extent do the following concern you as risks to your [X] year old child when they go online? Base: 

All participants (1500) 

For many topics the point at which most parents peaked was around the age of 12. Parents of younger 

children, those aged 6 or 7, highlighted the risks of seeing sexual or violent content more commonly than 

the risks of contact from strangers or other risks related to interacting online. Parents of children older than 

12 also became gradually less concerned about most risks, though when asked about the risk of meeting 

someone that they had only ever met online, parents of older children remained concerned even up to age 

16 – by which point this was the risk that they were most concerned by. 
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How do parents try to keep their 

children safe and why do they do it 

this way? 

Summary: How do parents try to keep their children safe and why do they do it 

this way? 
 Parents use a wide range of both behavioural and technical strategies to keep their children 

safe online, and most parents use a combination of both. 

 Commonly used technical strategies include installing anti-virus software, applying parental 

controls and using safe searches. The benefits of these were seen to be that they reduce the 

risk of children accidentally discovering inappropriate content while exploring online. One 

theme which emerged however was around perceptions of controls and filters. Some felt that 

filters could not completely prevent children from coming across inappropriate content, as 

hild e  a  still e ou te  it at othe  people s houses, o   i u e ti g these filte s.  

 A strategy which was also mentioned some more authoritarian parents was in some way 

observing or monitoring what their children did online. A number of different methods were 

mentioned for this, including directly supervising children, reviewing browser history and 

friending them on social media.  

 The importance of speaking to children about online safety was also commonly mentioned, in 

order to build a trusted relationship in which the child can refer any questions or worries that 

they have about their online lives to their parents. Some parents highlighted the importance 

of this given that they did not feel able to mo ito  thei  hild s i te et use all of the ti e a d 
to ensure that if they were to come across inappropriate content or find themselves in a 

difficult situation the child would know what to do. 

 When surveyed, most parents reported that they had spoken to their children about staying 

safe online, but a sizable minority only did so infrequently – once a year or less. The parents 

who were more likely to say that they discussed online safety regularly were those who were 

more concerned about risks online and who were more confident in their own internet use. 

 Most pa e ts ag eed, as the  had i  , that thei  hild s safet  o li e as a ig o e  of 
theirs. In the current survey this proportion had risen slightly. As in 2013, most parents agreed 

that they knew how to keep their child safe online, and also as had been the case in 2013 

most agreed that they felt equipped with the right information and tools to keep their 

children sage online.  
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 Overall most parents were confident that the strategies they use are sufficient to keep their 

children safe online, as had been the case in 2013. When asked about specific risks however, 

around one in ten were not confident that the strategies they used were sufficient to keep 

their children safe from these. Lack of confidence was also more likely among those who were 

less confident in their own internet use. 

 It as oted i  the hild e s fo us g oups ho e e  that the  did ot al a s efe  all 
questions or worries immediately to their parents, with some wanting to deal with such issues 

directly themselves. 

Most parents said that they use a mix of both behavioural and technical strategies 

to keep their children safe online 

Most parents reported that they used a mix of different strategies in order to try and address some of the 

risks related to being online which were mentioned in the previous chapter.  

 

Online filters and safe searches were met with mixed views, parents felt that they 

were useful but they had some limitations  

 
One of the most commonly mentioned technical strategies both in the online survey and during qualitative 

work was the use of parental controls and safe search. Some parents felt that putting online blocks in place 

worked well and provided the support that they needed in order to allow children to browse more safely, 

or to prevent them from accessing inappropriate content. 

  

We e also got the No to  Fa il  set up fo  oth the hild e .  It o iousl  p e e ts the  goi g o  
to e sites that ould t e app op iate fo  thei  age o , ou k o , e sites the  should t e 
looki g at.  You k o  ho  so eti es ou ight t pe so ethi g i , a d it ll i g thi gs up, a d it s 

ot al a s hat ou a t it to i g up.  It a  i g up stuff that ou did t ea  ut o iousl , 
e ause e e got the o t ols, he a t...  Hopefull , it ill help.  Parent of child aged 11-13, 

London 

 

I e see  it i  the histo  of hat he d ee  o .  So I lo ked YouTu e a d, ou k o -, because I 

had t put a o t ol o  u til I fou d that e ause I t usted hi .  The  he  I fou d that, I put the 

control on  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , Ne astle 

 

There were concerns that parents raised however, about the use of filters. One concern was mentioned 

was that applying filters may make it difficult to access other content which they did not intend to filter 

out.  One example was given by a parent who described an internet search for football boots that was 

blocked due to a gambling advert appearing on a sports website.  

 

The restrictions are not that good, in terms of it ll stop them going on over-eighteen sites, but he 

loves football.  Sports Direct, if he wants to have a look for new football boots, it o t even let him 
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on that website because, apparently, the gambling on the bottom.  There are poker advertisements 

that run along the website, so he a t even go on the  Parent of child, Y5/6 Newcastle 

 

You can block it on Virgin, but then it will block it on every device. If you try and watch a film 

eighteen, it s going to affect, you know Pa e t of child Y7/8, London 

 

It should be noted that in the examples given the parents perceptions of how the filters work was actually 

incorrect. The Sports Direct website would be categorised as shopping and only blocked if the parent chose 

to block the site. Virgin Media TV content is separately controlled by the parental controls on their on 

demand service. This indicates that parents have varying levels of understanding about how controls work 

and how to use them effectively. 

 

Another concern that was raised around filters and safe searches was that there are ways in which children 

are still able to view inappropriate content even if these are in place. One method which was described for 

this was by accessing content in different locations or different devices which do not have the safe search 

turned on, something which may be increasingly possible given the increasing range of locations and 

devices in which children are going online. Other parents mentioned that they felt their children were 

sufficiently technically advanced that they would be able to bypass any filters which they had applied. 

 

"We put in a restriction, whether it be under ten, twelve, whatever such like but they go around to 

thei  f ie ds  fo  a ouple of hou s.  The  ha e ta lets a d de i es ith the  a d the e pi ki g up 
all kinds fro  the othe  othe s a d su h like.  I do t thi k the e s a  eas  fi " Parent of child 

Y3/4, Birmingham 

 

"I was about to say that children are more switched on technologically than I am as well so any 

filte s that I ight put o , the e so le e  that the tea he s ha e told e that the e a le to 
navigate around those filters" Parent of child Y3/4, Birmingham 

 

It should be noted however that prior research with young people indicated that the actual rate of young 

people getting around filters was relatively low. Only just under one in five (19%) mentioned that they had 

turned off or got around any safety controls, and 15% mentioned that they had used a proxy server to 

access websites or apps. 
7
 

 

Lastly, one further barrier to using filters was highlighted by some parents. Some parents highlighted that 

they did not use filters because they did not feel technically able to implement them. 

 

                                                      

7
 See Internet Matters, Pace of Change: https://www.internetmatters.org/wp-

content/uploads/2015/12/Internet_Matters_Pace_of_Change_report-final_2.pdf 
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During the focus groups with young people most did not think that they had parental controls on at their 

home, though some noted that they did at school
8
. The mixed opinions from parents extended to their 

views on technical tools in general. Parents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed with two 

statements about technical tools - the te h i al tools a aila le a e too est i ti e  a d the te h i al tools 
a aila le a e eas  to use . I  oth ases the ost o o l  gi e  espo se f o  parents was that they 

neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement. 

 

 

 

Chart 5: Q: To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements: The technical tools available are 

too restrictive; The technical tools available are easy to use Base: All participants (1500) 

Those parents who agreed with more authoritative statements about parenting – fo  i sta e I al a s 
know what  hild e  a e doi g a d he e the  a e  o  I ould ot let  hild e  do a thi g I ould 

ot do  e e o e likel  to ag ee that te h i al tools e e eas  to use, o pa ed to those pa e ts ho 
were more permissive. There were no significant differences between the groups however in terms of the 

extent to which they found technical tools too restrictive. 

Another technical feature which was mentioned in the qualitative research was parents defining social 

media settings for their children, or parents and children working alongside them together. Most 

commonly the emphasis of this strategy was on ensuring that children did not make friends with anyone 

who the parent did not know or approve of, reflecting the high levels of concern that parents had about 

their children talking to strangers online. 

My son is fifteen.  We set his Facebook up for him.  He set his own Instagram up only with 

permission from us that he could do it and the same with my daughter. My daughter is not on 

Fa e ook et… [  daughte s] I stag a  is all set to p i ate a d I k o  that  so s Fa e ook is 
all private" Parent of child who was the victim of cyberbullying 

                                                      

8
 It should be noted that we did not capture information about whether or not parents actually had implemented  parental 

controls at home  
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Super isio , o ser atio  a d o itori g of hildre ’s o li e use ere also used 
by some parents in order to support keeping children safe 

Given the variety of locations and devices on which children go online (especially mobiles), it is perhaps not 

surprising that most parents do not always supervise their children s i te et use. Just under one fifth 

(19%) always supervise their children whilst online, something which has changed since 2013, at which 

point there were significantly more parents always supervising their children (30%). The change here is 

mostly among parents of children aged between 6 and 12 saying fewer of them now supervise their 

children all of the time when they are online. One potential explanation for this is the greater use of tablets 

which allow movement throughout the home while being online. In 2016 the majority of parents reported 

that the  so eti es  %  o  ofte  36%) supervise their children online.  

 

Chart 6: Q. To what extent are you there to supervise your children when they are online, using computer devices? 

Base: All participants (1500), 6 years (185), 7 years (208), 8 years (212), 9 years (228), 10 years (222), 11 years 

(218), 12 years (214), 13 years (204), 14 years (213), 15 years (208), 16 years (194). 

Parents had mixed views as to whether supervision was enough to keep their children safe online. Around 

half overall (53%) agreed that this was enough to keep them safe, but this varies with age – parents of 

younger children were more likely to agree that supervision is sufficient while parents of older children 

were more likely to disagree. This may be related to a range of factors which change with age, including the 

wider range of locations and devices in which older children go online, the wider range of activities which 

the  a  out hilst o li e a d olde  hild e s pe ei ed te h i al skills, all of hi h ea  that 
supervision was felt to need to be coupled with other approaches. 
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Chart 7: Q. If someone is supervising my child while they are online, this is enough to keep them safe.  Base: All 

participants (1500), 6 years (185), 7 years (208), 8 years (212), 9 years (228), 10 years (222), 11 years (218), 12 years 

(214), 13 years (204), 14 years (213), 15 years (208), 16 years (194). 

 

Fi di g other ays to o itor hildre ’s o li e eha iour as also see  to e 
useful as a means of understanding what parents may need to act on 

One of the factors which was seen to be useful for some parents who could not or did not want to 

undertake direct supervision was finding additional ways in which they could monitor what their children 

were doing online. One method which was mentioned by around two in five parents (38%) was checking 

thei  hild e s i te et o se  histo . 

 

Chart 8: Q. Which of the following do you use or do to ensure your child(ren)'s safety online? (1500) 

The oldest one, when he first went on, started playing games.  We used to monitor what he used to 

do.  It got to a poi t he e he e t to ed.  O asio all  e d just pi k up his ta let a d just go 
th ough his histo  a d see hat he s ee  doi g o  a thi g  Parent of child in Y3/4, Birmingham 
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M  so , he s just ot ight, a d just puts his date of i th [as his pass o d]…  I just he k 
e e thi g o  it e ause he ould t thi k that I ould e e  k o  hat his pass o d is" Parent of 

child in Y9/10, Newcastle 

M  pa e ts just he k a do l  Boys Focus Group 

It a t just e, I  he ki g ou  histo .   Look hat Dadd  as doi g toda .  I as doi g this.   
It s just like a p ope , ki d of, e otio al o d he e ou e sho i g, the e sho i g.  It s ot just 
all a out, I  he ki g o  ou  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , London 

As the uotes i di ate, the e e e diffe e t app oa hes to ho  pa e ts o ito ed thei  hild e s 
histories. The first quotes indicates a more common approach, whereby the parents would monitor their 

hild s i te et o  pho e use ithout the hild eing present – often by looking through a phone, tablet or 

computer while the child was away or asleep. In that case, if the parents identified anything that they were 

concerned by they could follow up by having a conversation with the child or taking some other action – for 

instance applying new filters. The last quote indicated a less common approach but one which illustrates 

the kind of trusted relationships that many parents hoped to build with their children, in which they parent 

and child discuss the child s o li e use togethe  a d olle ti el  add ess a  issues hi h the hild has. 

Parents did note some drawbacks to the monitoring approach – one of which was that children would often 

delete browser histories, or hide files or photos that they did not want their parents to see. 

 100%.  My son knows how to delete the history  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , Bi i gha  

The e as o e uite i te esti g he e o e of the kids i  the s hool as aught ith so e, I do t 
know, indecent images and apparently, there was a  app that s hidde  ehi d a al ulato  that a  
hide images that some children were using  Pa e t of hild aged -13, London 

A second method for monitoring young people online was related specifically to social media accounts, 

where parents would befriend their children in order to be able to see what content they were posting or 

who they were making connections with.   

The  li e thei  life o  usi  a d I stag a  a d I do t u de sta d a  of it, ut  ife s o  it a d 
she s f ie ds ith he  o  the e and she can monitor everything on there  Pa e t of hild i  Y / , 
Newcastle 

Another area in which parents felt that this could help was that it discouraged children from posting 

o te t hi h the  ould e u happ  fo  thei  pa e ts, o  thei  f ie ds  pa ents to see. The parents felt 

that this may prevent them from posting either inappropriate or impolite content. 

A friend polices friends on the Snapchat thing or something, and a few of them are on it.  What 

happened was she phoned my wife and she said, 'I've just seen what Sarah has posted up.'  This is 

my youngest daughter.  'She's posted something inappropriate.'…  So, my wife and I talked about it, 

and she said, 'We'll need to talk to her about this  Parent of child in Y7/8, Glasgow 
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"We e a tuall  got a pretty good group of mothers and fathers, who we all socialise with one 

another as well outside of school.  So e pa e ts fo e si all  e a i e thei  hild o li e. It s good, I 
ea , if the e ell a a e of hat s happe i g to thei  hild.  We e got a good idea, because our 

hild is ithi  that g oup, so I thi k if ou e i  a se si le g oup, speak to the pa e ts.  You ll ha e a 
ge e al idea.  Parent of child in Y7/8, London 

Children whose parents had friended them on social media said that they were very conscious of the 

language and images that they posted online. They also worried about the posts that their friends had 

made especially if they contained swearing or other inappropriate messages. Having their parents 

monitoring their social media in this way was often resented as an infringement of their freedom to express 

themselves and could be embarrassing.  

Whe  I  o  Fa e ook [ hi h he  pa e ts a e o ] I p o a l  post ge e al stuff ut the thi gs that 
you find on Snapchat [which they are not], you just post a thi g ithi  easo  Girls Focus Group  

I just ould t e as… a eful ith hat I sa  [if  pa e ts e e ot f ie ds o li e]  Boys Focus 

Group 

I see othe  people s pi tu es, like thei  u s o e ted... M  eautiful gi l. … M  a  o .  
Yes, h  the  o e t thei  o  stuff he  the  see the  e e  da .  Two participants in Boys 

Focus Group 

It was noted by one parent though that it was harder to do this on Snapchat, because of the instant delete 

function. 

My wife is on Instagram, so she monitors what he does, his WhatsApp.  He knows we look at his 

pho e, ut the S ap hat o e, ith the i sta t delete thi g...The  he ll k o  if e e looked at 
something, because it will just disappear  Parent of child in Y7/8, London 

Young people also noted that Snapchat was one platform on which their parents were less likely to be 

present. 

Discussions about staying safe online were seen to be key by many parents, 

although not all parents conducted these regularly 

Although the technical and monitoring approaches mentioned above were seen by users to play a useful 

role, many acknowledged that they were not sufficient to keep young people safe online as they grow up. 

Education for children about the risks of going online and how to navigate these responsibly was seen to be 

important in ensuring that they grow up able to use the internet safely.  

"No , I thi k, like e, ith  pa e ts, I ould t sa  a thi g to the .  I did t ha e ope  pa e ts 
at all.  No  I  aki g su e that I  ot goi g to e like that.  I think maybe, now, a lot of parents, 

pa e ts I speak to, ha e the sa e i d set as e, that it s ette  to speak a out it tha  ot.  You 
want your children to be educated about every aspect of life, and you know, some are bad, some 
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a e good, ut ou e got to edu ate the .  That s the o l  a  that the e goi g to lea , a d I 
thi k it s a pa e t s espo si ilit  to go ahead a d do it, a d ot sh  a a , a d ot see a thi g 
about topics that are a bit cringe-worthy" Parent of child in Y5/6, Newcastle 

It was also suggested during the qualitative work that given the impracticality of supervising and 

o ito i g hild e s o li e usage at all ti es – especially as they grow older – that it was important for 

parents to establish a trusted relationship with their child in which the child felt comfortable to raise any 

questions or worries about their life online with the parent. 

I d athe  do it i  a a  that the  feel o fo ta le that the d o e to e if the e as a p o le  
o  the  e e t su e a out so ething  Pa e t of hild aged -13, London 

M  oldest o ... e e got a eall  ope  elatio ship, he just tells e e e thi g... hi h is, ki d of, 
h  I t ust hi  a d he s o  all, so ts of sites....he d got a essage off a ou g o  ho as 

supposed to be eleven, it was really an inappropriate message, something about his sister.  He came 

st aight to e, he said, Ma , I e got this,  a d I oti ed the e as a pho e u e  at the top.  So 
I a g it st aight a a , I did t k o  hat it as, ho  it as the e, I did t k o  ho  he d got-, I 

just did t k o .  I a g it a d it as a a , I had to get the poli e i ol ed.  It as o l  o e o  t o 
messages, but it was literally, he had messaged this inappropriate thing, my son has messaged back 

sa i g, I  lo ki g ou, please do t talk to e.  The  I a g hi  up, it as a a , it got passed to 
the poli e.  So, I  ki d of pleased, i  a a , that I do o pletel  t ust hi  a d a thi g at all, e e  
slightly inappropriate, he comes and tells us" Parent of child in Y5/6, Newcastle 

Almost all responses from parents (94%) reported that they had spoken to their children about online 

safety at least once, although in 6% of cases the participant said that they never have. Most parents 

reported that they spoke to their children once a month (38%) or every couple of months (28%), however 

just over a third (35%) had either spoken to their child about online safety a couple of times a year or less 

often.   

 

 
Chart 9: Q. How often do you talk to your children about being safe online.  Base: All participants (1500) 
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Certain participant types were more likely to talk regularly with their children about online safety. Mothers 

were more likely than fathers to report that they talked about online safety on a monthly basis (41% of 

mothers reported this compared with 33% of fathers). Parents with more children were also more likely to 

report monthly conversations (44% of parents with three or more children reported doing so, compared to 

34% of parents with only one child). In the qualitative work, older siblings were also mentioned as a factor 

hi h ould affe t a hild s e pe ie e of goi g o li e i  ultiple a s. O e effe t of ha i g olde  si li gs 
was seen to be that a child could be exposed to certain types of online content at a younger age – 

potentially inappropriate content but also social network sites and instant messaging services. A second 

effect of having older siblings however was that parents would sometimes draw on the experience or 

technical knowledge of an older sibling in order to support the younger sibling to behave more safely. 

"I a  o ied a out YouTu e.  She sees he  olde  siste  looki g at those ideos… a d she a ts to 
have a look  Parent of child in Y1/2, London  

In addition to demographic differences between those parents who talked more commonly and those who 

did not, there were also differences in terms of their attitudes towards other aspects of being online. Those 

who talked monthly were also more likely to be concerned about issues relating to being online such as 

cyberbullying and sexting, but they were also more likely to say that they felt confident discussing those 

issues - and were also more likely to have actually discussed those issues. Those who were more confident 

in using the internet themselves were also more likely to report regular conversations (40% of those who 

said that they could do anything they need to online said that they spoke to their children monthly or 

more) than those with lower confidence (30% of those who said that they were confident in doing some 

tasks but needed help with many said that they spoke to their children once a month or more). 

The most commonly discussed topics for discussion included talking to 

strangers and accessing appropriate content 

In terms of what these conversations about online safety cover, the content of the discussions reflect some 

of the o o  fea s that pa e ts had oted a out hild e s safet  o li e – in particular concerns about 

talking to strangers – 74% of participants noted that they talked to their children about this - and about 

accessing inappropriate content – 60% of participants noted that they talked to their children about clicking 

on pop-ups and 57% said that they involved either advice or rules on what content children should see or 

listen to. Three in five also mentioned that they spoke to their children about online bullying (60%) and 

more than half about how children should behave while talking to others online (51%). This will be 

discussed more in the chapter on cyberbullying. 
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Chart 9: Q. Which of the following have you talked about when you have had conversations about being safe online?  

Base: All participants (1500) 

Children spoken to during the qualitative focus groups were aware of many of these key messages as well. 

Participants were very aware of what content to post and the potential consequences of posting something 

online which they would later not want to be associated with.  

K o  that he  ou post so ethi g, it s goi g e the e fo e e  Gi ls  Fo us Group 

If ou ha e a jo  i  the futu e, the ll look ou up  Gi ls  Fo us G oup 

The young people spoken to were also well versed in strategies for dealing with risks which might come 

from unwanted contact online – either from strangers and online bullying.  

If it s so e st a ge  the  the  p o a l  do t k o  ho ou a e, just a  a do  pe so , so ou 
just lo k the  Boys Focus Group 

In terms of seeking help for conversations with their children about online safety, it was not particularly 

common for parents to say that they did this – many felt that it needed to be something which was set out 

in their own words.  
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That d e e  se ious, he e I d ha e to talk to so e od  else a out [ho  to ha e o e satio s 
about online safety].  I think you already k o  hat ou e goi g to do, o e it o es to that stage.  
You do t eed a  ad i e" Parent of child in Y5/6, Newcastle 

Parents typically said that these discussions were often reactive rather than planned, for exam as a result of 

hearing about a story from school or in the media, or because their child wanted to use a new game or app 

which the parents thought would need additional guidance. Many important messages which they wanted 

to pass onto their children about online safety were also things which parents felt were covered within 

other conversations about parenting. Points around how to treat other people online for instance, and the 

impact that your words can have on other people were seen to be important points which parents would 

want their children to understand in relation to an issue like cyberbullying. However these values were 

seen by some to be instilled in more general conversations about how to behave towards others. Similarly, 

understanding risks and dangers and knowing when to ask for help were things which were important for 

helping children to navigate the dangers of contact from strangers and of accidentally finding inappropriate 

content, but again these were things which were discussed in more general discussions about parenting as 

much as in those which were specific to being online. 

Around three quarters of parents were confident that the strategies they used 

were sufficient to keep their children safe.  

Overall when asked to reflect on the strategies that they used to keep their children safe online, parents 

were mostly confident that these were sufficient to keep their children safe. Almost seven in ten (68%) said 

that they knew how to keep their child safe online, a similar proportion as said so in 2013. When parents 

were asked about how effectively their strategies protected their children against specific risks online, they 

were most confident that the strategies they used were sufficient to protect their children from talking to 

strangers (81%) and posting content that they should not post (80%). On the other hand, confidence 

decreased slightly when looking at areas that their child would have less control over. Around three 

quarters of parents felt confident that the tools used were enough to protect their children from 

experiencing online bullying (76%) or seeing content that they should not see (73%).  
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Chart 5: Q. Ho  o fide t do ou feel that the easu es ou take to e su e ou  hild s safet  o li e a e e ough to 
protect them from the following things? Base: All participants (1500) 

 

Parents who reported that they were not confident that the measures they took were sufficient were more 

likely to be those parents who were not confident in their own ability to use the internet. In all categories 

those parents who said that they were able to do basic tasks but no more were more likely to say that they 

were not confident than those parents who could do all of the tasks that they wanted to.  

Parents who were concerned about issues such as cyberbullying and particularly sexting were also more 

likely to say that they were not confident that the measures they took were sufficient, as were those 

parents who did not feel confident in talking to their children, particularly about sexting. 

Parents were also asked whether they felt equipped with the right information and tools to keep their 

children safe online. Again, the majority of parents (61%) agreed that this was the case, with just 10% 

disagreeing. This is in line with the feedback received when the same question was asked in 2013, when 

62% agreed and 10% disagreed.  

Co pariso  et ee  pare ts’ a d hildre ’s feed a k. 
 

The family interviews gave an opportunity to compare how children aged between 11 and 13 described the 

fa il s app oa h to o li e safet  a d ho  the pa e ts did. The e were few differences between how each 

described these, and the children did not highlight instances of them breaking rules which had been set or 

disagreeing with the strategies that their parents used. 
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The hild e s fo us g oups ho e e  ide tified so e instance of children breaking rules which had been set 

fo  the , although at a elati el  lo  le el. Du i g the o s  fo us g oup, atte dees e tio ed that the  
would sometimes use technology or devices outside of permitted hours: 

So eti es I ll tu  the PS  o  to do, like, a  update, he   u  goes shoppi g I ll tu  it o  
a d I ll pla , he  she o es a k, I ll see he  i  the d i e a  a d I ll just tu  it off  Boys Focus 

Group 

 

I go o   pho e he  I  ea t to e doi g ho e o k a d the  I do it fo  so long and then I 

fo get ho  lo g it s ee  Boys Focus Group 

It was also mentioned by some participants that they preferred to try and deal with issues such as 

cyberbullying themselves before referring to parents. This is covered more in the cyberbullying section. 
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Keeping foster children safe  
As part of this research interviews were conducted with three foster parents in order to identify specific 

needs which may apply to foster parents and children in terms of online safety. The parents identified both 

some specific risks which they felt disproportionately affected foster children, and also some strategies for 

mediating these risks which were of particular use for foster parents. 

One specific risks identified for foster children was that their background could 

make them more vulnerable to risk-taking or being targeted online  

One of the specific risks which foster parents identified was that for some foster children their propensity 

to take risks may be higher than average, a factor which they felt was due to i flue es f o  the hild s 
past. 

I thi k, e ause of the atu e of… a lot of hild e  i  a e, the  so t of k o  a out isk, ut the  
do t eall .  The e isk-a a e, ut the e ot af aid of isk, e ause the  ha e that ele e t… 
nothing worse a  happe  to the  tha  hat s al ead  happe ed to the  Foster parent 

It was suggested that as a result of this increased propensity to take risks, there was the potential for 

children to be drawn into activities which they may know carried risk but which offered the possibility of 

attention or of other things that the child may want. In addition to an increased propensity for risk, it was 

also suggested that in some cases foster children may be particularly vulnerable to being affected by 

cyberbullying.  

There were a couple of times when these arguments with friends really escalated via social media, 

a d, ou k o , she as a hild ho did t ha e the tools to deal ith those, ki d of, e otio al 
issues.  As much as I would try and reassure her and talk with her-, you know, she would just take to 

her bed… Because the other people involved, probably, the next day, there was something else on 

Fa e ook that the  e e talki g a out, ut fo  so e od  ho does t ha e that st o g, so t of, 
emotional foundation and security and-, she had not experienced a lifetime of, you know, loving 

parents.  So everything that was said to her via Facebook was kind of magnified by a thousand, 

really  Foste  pa e t 

It was also suggested that foster children were sometimes targeted by malicious or criminal elements 

online who sought to take advantage of the vulnerabilities which foster children can have. 

What happe s is the kids go o  thei  WhatsApp, Fa e ook, I stag a  a d the  the e hatti g to 
a f ie d a d the  ight sa , Oh, ell I  a looked afte  hild,  o , I go to this s hool,  o  the e got 
pictures up of themselves, then those pictures go on to somebody else, somebody else, and then 

the  k o   the s hool the  go to, the  a  get the a ea that the e i .  It does t take long to 

o k it out.  The  the  ef ie d the , a d efo e ou k o  it, the e off to eet so e od  that 
can do serious harm  Foste  pa e t 
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M  last foste  o  that s left, I k e  a ouple of eeks ago that he as a k o  the I te et a d 
what he was do loadi g as t app op iate.  So I i fo ed his so ial o ke .  No  I e just got a  
email to say how he was doing it, because somebody has given him a phone that has Wi-Fi and 

that s ho  he a aged to get o  the I te et.  He s so u h at isk, he as groomed here as well 

on the phone and the Internet, and he would become a groomer as well” Foster parent 

There were also seen to be risks from the environment that a foster child may 

have been in before their current foster care 

Another potential area of risk for foster children came from the environment that they had been in before 

they had arrived in their current foster care. Each of the foster parents spoke to mentioned that the risk of 

birth parents or family members contacting the child was something that they needed to be aware of and 

have strategies to combat. 

[His birth mother] gave him the phone, she told him to put it in a sock and hide it under the 

wardrobe and he never shut his bedroom door.  Two or three nights after contact, he started 

shutti g his doo .  Be ause I e ee  i  this jo  a lo g ti e, h  a e ou shutti g the doo ?...  I 
fou d it.  Hoo e ed u de  the o e  u it, su ked it up, the e it as.  She s telli g hi , I  ou  

u ,  ou k o , i e la guage.  You do hat I say; you don t ha e to sta  the e, u .   You e 
telling a 13 and a half, 14-year-old o  to u  fo  Lo do , o, that s ot ight  Foste  pa e t 

We were fortunate enough that the girl who was with us just came and told us because she was 

worried about [contact with her birth family], and it concerned her.  So we were able to then-, 

because when she came, she had her own Facebook profile, she had her friends from her previous 

a ea that, ou k o , she still a ted to keep i  o ta t ith… he  that as set up that as in her 

real name etc., etc.  So we just closed down that account and created a fake profile account with a 

different name so that that could be managed  Foste  pa e t 

Many of the strategies which foster parents used to deal with these issues were 

the same as other parents had used… 

In terms of the overall approaches to managing online safety foster parents mentioned many of the same 

strategies as other parents had, with a mix of technical and behavioural approaches being used. From a 

technical perspective parents had used programmes which allowed them to monitor what children were 

doing online, and what they were downloading, and had set up filters and controls on their home networks. 

They also noted the importance of developing a trusted relationship with their child and of having 

conversations with their child about key elements of online safety even if these are uncomfortable. 

…Though there ere spe ifi  strategies a d pie es of ad i e hi h pare ts 
highlighted which were more specific to their role 

One of the areas which was highlighted in the foster parent interviews as a concern was ensuring that the 

app oa h to the hild s safet  o li e as o siste t ith hat had happe ed i  thei  past. It as oted 
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that a potential risk was in a foster parent trying to implement specific rules and conditions to access which 

did not match what the child had experienced in the past. 

Whe  the hild is o i g i to ou  a e, it s eall  i po ta t to fi d out f o  thei  so ial o ke , 
but in front of the child, what kind of rules are already in place for Internet usage.  Now, I did do 

that, and I was very keen to find out, and in that meeting, my prospective placement tried to change 

that set-up.  She as t happ  a out gi i g o e  he  de i es at : , ut that s hat had been in 

place with the previous foster carer.  Now, I was very clear in that meeting that it would be staying 

the sa e, a d pa tl  e ause, ou k o , he  so ial o ke  did sa , Look, this o ks eall  ell fo  
[her], actually.  You know, it gives her a bit of a eak.  She s goi g i to Yea  .  You k o , it s 
eall  i po ta t that she gets a good ight s sleep.   I as lea  that I a ted to o ti ue ith that.  

Now, over time, of course, she found a way to kind of get around that, and get the devices back, but 

for the first few months, that was really useful  Foste  pa e t 

It was recognised that some foster children may be resistant to having particularly firm rules in place, 

particularly if they had known freedom around internet use in the past, as this represented something 

which they had known control over and would not want to give up. 
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Help, support and advice 

Summary: Help, support and advice 
 Parents typically saw themselves as having the primary responsibility for ensuring their 

hild e s o li e safety, and most were confident in their ability to do this.  

 Proactive help-seeking around how to discuss online safety with children was seen to be 

uncommon outside of discussions with friends and family. Although around two in five 

parents agreed that they needed more help and advice about reducing risks online, few said 

that they were very aware of where to find this. Parents were also not aware of most of the 

organisations providing information and support about online safety. 

 Apart from their parents, the children spoken to highlighted schools as a key source of 

information about internet safety. They mentioned attending assemblies at which they were 

given advice about online safety, and they also noted that schools were a key source of 

support if they or their parents were unsure of how to handle online incidents 

 The source that is most commonly used by parents to find out more about keeping children 

safe online was also their school. Schools were cited as the source second most responsible 

for teaching young people about online safety (after parents), the source through which most 

pa e ts had lea ed a out hild e s o li e safet  a d as ofte  gi e  as the pla e pa e ts 
would turn to in any scenario where their child faced a serious issue online.  

 As in 2013, parents said that they saw themselves and schools as having the most 

espo si ilit  fo  hild e s o li e safet , ith pa e ts the sel es ost o o l  see  as 
having primary responsibility. The role of schools was highlighted even more in the current 

study than in 2013. Previously schools had been highlighted as having responsibility for 

hild e s o li e safet  a d as o e of the ke  sou es th ough hi h pa e ts lea ed a out 
hild e s o li e safet , but in the current survey they were highlighted as the most common 

sou e hi h ost pa e ts had lea ed so ethi g a out hild e s i te et safet  f o , up 
from the second most commonly mentioned source in 2013. 

 Parents both advocated and responded positively to suggestions that social media networks 

ould do o e to suppo t hild e s o li e safet  i  a eas su h as e ull i g, p e e ti g 
underage use of the networks and encouraging use of privacy settings. 

Pare ts sa  the sel es as the key people respo si le for their hildre ’s o li e 
safety 

When pa e ts e e asked to ide tif  ho the  felt as espo si le fo  e su i g thei  hild s o li e safet , 
the most common answer was that they were responsible (91%). Just over half of participants felt that they 

as parents were solely responsible for this (53%). This is a similar pattern to the one which was seen in 
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Using the scale below, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements.  

Disagree

Neither

Agree

2013; when 97% of parents said that they were responsible for their hild e s o li e safet  a d % saw 

themselves as solely responsible. 

Parents were slightly more likely to say that they were responsible for ensuring their online safety if they 

also agreed with authoritarian statements about parenting – fo  i sta e M  hild e  al a s ha e to ask 
 pe issio  efo e doi g a thi g  o  I al a s k o  hat  hild e  a e doi g a d he e the  are. 

 

Most parents were confident that they could keep their children safe online, some 

still felt that they would like more help  

As was noted in the previous chapter the majority of parents were confident that the steps that they took 

to ensure their child e s safet  e e suffi ie t to keep the  safe from specific risks online, though a small 

proportion were not confident. A similar pattern was true when parents were asked whether or not they 

agreed that they were able to keep their children safe online where around seven in ten agreed that they 

could (68%), around a quarter neither agreed nor disagreed (26%) and 5% disagreed. 

In terms of whether parents had enough information and tools to be able to do this, around three in five 

parents felt that they were fully equipped with the information and tools that they needed to keep their 

children safe online (61%). Despite these fairly high levels of confidence however, when asked if they 

needed more help and advice in reducing the online risks for their children, two fifths (40%) agreed that 

they would like more help.  
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Chart 10: Q. Using the scale below, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements. Base: All participants (1500) 

 

Of those who agreed that they need more help, not all of them knew where to access this. Around two 

thirds of parents were aware of where to get help with online safety; however, most (51%) were only 

so e hat  a a e o pa ed to a s alle  p opo tio  %  ho said that the  e e ery aware. Parents 

reported that they were less aware of where to go to get information now (64%), compared to 2013 (74%).  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 14: Q. How aware are you about where to go to get help with online safety about your child? Base: All 

participants (1500) 

The information that is used was seen as easy to access and understand and is 

trusted 

In terms of the information that parents do access about internet safety, there were broadly positive views 

towards it although there remained quite a number of parents who gave neutral answers – perhaps 

reflecting their lack of familiarity with sources as mentioned above.  

Where existing information about how to keep children safe online is most well regarded is in term of being 

trustworthy (54% agreed with this), clear and easy to understand (48%) and up to date (40%). There was 

also widespread agreement that information about keeping children safe online is available from lots of 

organisations (56%). The volume of information was also something that parents had mixed feelings on, 

30% agreed that there was too much information to digest, and 26% that it was inconsistent. 

Most statements had similar levels of agreement as had been seen in 2013. Two of the statements where 

we did see changes however were whether or not existing information was seen as up to date (with the 

proportion who agreed with this in 2016 at 40%, compared to 34% in 2013), and the proportion who felt it 

was too much to digest – which was at 30% in 2016, up from 26% in 2013. 
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Chart : Q. I fo atio  a out keepi g hild e  safe o li e is… Base: All participants (1500) 

 

 

Cha t : Q. I fo atio  a out keepi g hild e  safe o li e is… Base: All participants (1500) 

 

 

The sour e hi h pare ts o o ly oted as helpi g ith their hild’s online 

safety was schools 

Though pa e ts ge e all  sa  the sel es as ei g the ke  people espo si le fo  thei  hild s o li e safet , 
schools were also highlighted as an important source in both the qualitative strands of the research. They 

were the source which was mentioned second most commonly as being responsible for teaching children 
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about online safety (74% mentioned schools as a source, far ahead of the next most popular category at 

35%). The same pattern was true in 2013, when parents were the most commonly cited as being 

responsible for keeping children safe online (97%) with schools the second most commonly cited (72%) and 

the next most popular category being Internet Service Providers who were mentioned by just 43%. 

Schools were also highlighted as the source from which most parents had learned something about 

hild e s i te et safet . Al ost half of pa e ts had lea ed a out this f o  a s hool % , ahead of 
other sources such as search engines and internet security providers (32% and 31%) and other parents 

(29%). In this category, schools had improved from their second place ranking in 2013, when 41% of 

parents noted that they had learned something from there. 

 
 

Chart 12: Q. Who do you think is reponsible for the teaching about internet safety and keeping your child(ren) safe 

online?. Base: All participants (1500) 

I don't know of any other places to go to get advice, really, if things were going on - apart from 

school" Parent of child aged 11-13, Birmingham 
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Place of responsibility 

Who do you think is responsible for the teaching about internet safety and keeping your 

child(ren) safe online?  
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Chart 15: Q. Which, if any, of the following do you use to learn about keeping your child(ren) safe online? Base: All 

participants (1500) 

Schools were seen as a pla e hi h ould p o ide useful suppo t a ou d hild e s o li e safet  fo  a 
number of reasons. Some parents expected that schools would be aware of the issues in a good amount of 

depth, as they may well have had to deal with similar issues before. Others were familiar with schools 

already having provided support in this area, either in terms of running assemblies or workshops or in 

sending home leaflets and resources on the subject. And in some cases parents felt that schools may know 

what is the best way to deal with difficult situations which have emerged online such as cyberbullying. 

"I think the school is, the school, it must be a good school source to deal with things, because they 

te d to ha e a good feel of hat s goi g o , a d a lot of it, a e, filte s a k to the , hat s 
going on." Parent of child in Y7/8, London 

The  had lesso s at s hool e e tl  e ause the e as some bother with some girls in my sons year 

i  the othe  lass he e a a  had posed as a hild o  Ba ie ga e a d se t i app op iate i ages  
Parent of child in Y9/10, Newcastle 

We thought that it as a atte  that the s hool should deal ith it a d that they should have the 

infrastructure in place to deal with bullying which then went from face-to-face bullying to 

e ull i g.  Parent of child who had been cyberbullied 
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Which, if any, of the following do you use to learn about keeping your child(ren) safe 

online?  
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Statement 

Using the scale below, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements.  

Disagree

Agree

Children also mentioned that schools were a key source of information about online safety for them. A 

number of the children mentioned that they had attended assemblies at school which gave out advice 

about online safety, for instance around the legality of sexting or giving advice about what to post online. 

Parents were also enthusiastic about any suggestions that social media networks 

ould do ore to support hildre ’s safety o li e 

When asked a out the pote tial ole that so ial edia et o ks ould pla  i  hild e s o li e safet , a 
strong majority of parents were in favour of the networks doing more in a range of areas. The majority of 

parents agreed that social media networks should immediately remove reported content (70%), do more to 

stop underage users (72%), set profile settings to private by default (74%) and do more to prevent bullying 

behaviour (75%). 

 

Chart 13: Q. Using the scale below, please indicate how much you agree or disagree with each of the following 

statements. Base: All participants (1500) 
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Insight into cyberbullying 

Summary: Insight into cyberbullying 

 Cyberbullying was an issue which many parents were concerned about. The sheer amount of 

time that young people spend online and the fact that many carry online devices with them 

for large parts of the day was seen by some to make cyberbullying a particular challenge as it 

was seen to be difficult to escape the situation. 

 From the perspective of the young people spoken to, cyberbullying was an issue which they 

were aware of within their schools. Awareness of cyberbullying as an issue is generally good 

among parents as well, though there was often uncertainty amongst both parents and 

children about what would be the best way to deal with a case of cyberbullying should it 

emerge. In many cases parents suggested that they would speak to thei  hild s school. 

 In terms of discussing cyberbullying with their children, most parents felt comfortable doing 

so and the majority of parents had already spoken to them about this. Some parents noted 

that messages which were important to give to their child which related to cyberbullying – 

such as the importance of treating others with respect and of thinking about the effect of your 

words on others – were things which would come up in general parenting conversations as 

well as those which specifically relate to going online. There were though some pieces of 

advice which parents gave children that were specific to being online, for instance advising 

them to block bullies online, storing any evidence of online bullying and being careful about 

what they posted online .  

 There were some parents (around three in ten) who had not spoken to their children about 

cyberbullying at the time of surveying. This was more common among parents of younger 

children, who were typically less common users of interactive services online than older 

children. However parental confidence, both in their own ability to use the internet and their 

confidence in discussing cyberbullying with their child, was again an important factor in 

determining how likely a parent was to have discussed this. 

 When parents were asked about identifying the signs of cyberbullying, most were very 

confident that they would know if their child was the victim of any bullying online – partly on 

account of the monitoring measures which some parents undertake but also as parents felt 

they would pick up on behavioural cues or changes. Parents were less confident however that 

they would definitely know if their child was the perpetrator of cyberbullying, and when 

parents whose child had been involved in a cyberbullying incident were asked what role their 

child had played in this they were far more likely to identify that their child had been a victim 

than a perpetrator. 
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62% 

24% 

14% 

How concerned are you about the following issues in 

relatio  to your hild re ’s o li e eha iour, either o  or 
in the future?   

Concerns me

Neither

Does t o e  e  

Few parents said that they or their child had been involved in a cyberbullying 

incident; however most were concerned about it. 

Parents of 9% of children said that a child of theirs had been involved in a cyberbullying incident, and this 

as efle ted ithi  the ualitati e fi di gs i  hi h fe  pa e ts spoke a out thei  hild s i ol e e t i  
cyberbullying.  

Despite this, it is an issue that parents are concerned about, with 3 out of 5 parents (62%) saying that 

cyberbullying concerns them in relation to thei  hild s o li e eha iou  a d i  additio  to this, o e  half of 
parents agreed that cyberbullying was harder to deal with than face to face bullying (57%).  Parents were 

significantly more likely to be concerned about children aged 6 to 13 years compared to those aged 14 to 

16.  When speaking to parents, most were able to reference an incident in which it had happened, for 

example personal or media stories in which a child had been pushed to commit suicide due to cyberbullies 

or trolls and this appeared to be a key concern that they were aware of.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 20: Q. How concerned are you about the following issues in relatio  to ou  hild e s o li e eha iou , eithe  
now or in the future?  Base: All participants (1500) 

Pa e ts ho ag eed ith so e autho ita ia  state e ts a out pa e ti g su h as I al a s set ou da ies 
a d ules fo   hild e  o  M  hild e  al a s ha e to ask  pe issio  efo e doi g a thi g  e e 
more likely to say that they were concerned by cyberbullying. 

Parents tended to have a very broad view on what cyberbullying was which ranged from receiving 

aggressive messages on online gaming sites to sustained malicious messages from several people over an 

extended period of time. An example of this is the knowledge that parents had of how incidents that 

sta ted out as si ple a te  o  ga i g sites o  WhatsApp that a  the  es alate a d s o all to i volve 

diffe e t pa ties. These e e ts aused o e  a o gst pa e ts, pa ti ula l  i  ega ds to thei  hild s 
mental health and as mentioned above, parents had heard stories of where such incidents had escalated 

dramatically. 
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75% 

20% 
5% 

How confident do you feel about talking to 

your child(ren) about the following 

topics  …? 

  

Confident

Neither

Not confident

They started calling him names, one of them, and everyone did in the same group. He was reacting 

to it, and before you knew it, there were other people, like cousins and brothers getting involved, 

saying, I m going to come and sort you out, blah blah blah.” Parent of Child, Family Interview   

I  te s of a essi g suppo t fo  this issue pa e ts e e t al a s su e he e to tu  to fo  effective help. 

Some parents mentioned speaking to schools, which as noted above, is a key source of support for all 

online safety, but also the police was seen as a source of support for cyberbullying incidents for some.  

We did t k o  ho  to deal ith it i  the egi i g… Do e go to see othe  pa e ts?  Do we go 

through school?  Do we leave it?  Do we not say anything?  Do we see if it will die down on its own? 

… O l  e ause it has sta ted ith gi ls at s hools, e e t th ough s hool.  Had it just been online, 

I do t k o  ho  I ould ha e dealt ith it, to e fai  Parent of child who had been cyberbullied 

When speaking to children, there were mixed responses as to whether reporting incidents would work. As 

with their parents, they had a good understanding of the types of cyberbullying that existed but had a 

range of strategies for dealing with it. They knew how to block or report spammers and how to directly tell 

them to stop. There was reluctance amongst some children to tell their parents about being cyberbullied as 

they were concerned that this could escalate the problem and would rather deal with it themselves. This 

meant that when some parents did become aware of cyberbullying it had already got out of control making 

it more difficult to address.  

No, e ause, like, I ll k o  the  a d it ill just ake it o se.  Boys Group 

Most parents were confident in talking to their children about cyberbullying and 

most have had conversations surrounding it. 

The majority of parents were confident in talking to their children about cyberbullying (75%) and over two 

thirds had had conversations about this (68%). Conversations about cyberbullying are more likely to occur 

amongst children aged 10 to 16 compared to those aged 6 to 9.   

Chart 22: Q. How confident do you feel about talking to your 

68% 

32% 

Have you talked to your child about 

cyberbullying?  

Yes

No
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child(ren) about the following topics? Base: All participants (1500) Chart 23: Q. Have you talked to your child about 

cyberbullying or sexting? Base: All participants (1500) 

In these conversations the most commonly discussed topics included telling their children to report any 

online bullying to a parent or teacher straight away (68%), thinking carefully about sharing pictures or 

personal information of themselves online which might encourage nasty comments (61%) and telling them 

to block bullies online (57%). In the qualitative stream of the research some similar themes also came 

through; parents told children to be careful about making jokes with their friends to ensure that things did 

not get out of hand. Additionally, parents mentioned that they tried to ensure their children knew the 

difference between online and real relationships and how to conduct these.  

 

"We have just always said, please be aware and don t post anything silly.  Don t write anything 

negative to anyone because it can be taken so the wrong a  Parent of child who had experienced 

cyberbullying 

I think there are a lot of kids struggling in social situations because they re so used to sitting on 

computers in their room on their own, okay talking to people but through messaging or even talking 

to someone on a screen is not the same.” Parent of child in Y5/6, Birmingham 

 

Chart 21: Q. Which of these things have you ever said to your child about cyberbullying? Base: All who have spoken to 

children about cyberbullying (1023) 
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Which of these things have you ever said to your child about cyberbullying?  
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Of those who knew their child had been involved in a cyberbullying incident of any 

kind, most were aware of their child being a victim rather than the perpetrator 

A small proportion of parents (9%) were aware that their child had been involved in a cyberbullying 

incident. Out of those that had been involved in an incident, parents were most likely to be aware that their 

child was the victim (60%) rather than the perpetrator (7%). This may be due to the perception amongst 

parents that it is easier to spot someone who is being bullied than someone who is being a bully. Parents 

also observed in parents of bullies a sense of denial that their child could be a perpetrator even when 

evidence was presented to them. Parents typically felt able to identify signs which might suggest that their 

child was being cyberbullied and those parents who had experienced this first hand mentioned that they 

had noticed signs of withdrawal and not wanting to go to school. 

I probably ould t know if he was doing it and he was getting away with it, because he s not 

going to tell me he is.” Male, Family Interview 

 

Chart 24: Q. Has your child ever been involved in a cyberbullying incident? Base: All participants (1500) Chart 25: Q. In 

the e ull i g i ide t as ou  hild…? Base: All who have a child involved in cyberbullying incident (137) 
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Insight into sexting 

Summary: Insight into sexting 
 Sexting was something which many parents had concerns about, with one common fear being 

the perception that images which were posted or shared online would remain there forever.  

 Some parents linked the issue of sexting to a broader issue that they perceived around 

sexualisation of young people, and felt negatively about the idea that this was something 

which their children would have to deal with. 

 One point which was raised by some parents was that they saw sexting as more of an issue or 

concern for girls than for boys. These parents often felt that the consequences of others 

finding out about the fact that a girl had been involved in sexting may be worse than for a 

boy. It was also admitted in the qualitative work with boys aged 11-13 that even though they 

were aware of a range of consequences that a boy could face for receiving sext pictures, there 

was a status given to boys who had received these. 

 Most parents said that they were confident having discussions about sexting with their 

children, but fewer than half of parents overall had actually done so. As with cyberbullying, 

parents of younger children were particularly unlikely to have discussed this, as were parents 

with less confidence in their own ability online. Though many parents admitted that the 

prospect of having a conversation about sexting with their children was awkward, few 

mentioned that this would be a barrier to having the conversation if they felt it was necessary. 

For many of those who had not discussed it, the reason they gave was that they did not think 

their child needed the conversation given their age or their habits. 

 The 11-13 year old girls and boys spoken to during the qualitative work were aware of sexting 

as an issue, both as a result of awareness-raising in their schools and from parents, but also 

from stories that they are aware of from within their school cohorts where many felt that 

sexting was common. Some had also had talks from police who were investigating cases of 

sexting in their school. 

The majority of parents were concerned about sexting as an issue  

The majority of parents (59%) said that sexting 

was an issue they were concerned about in 

elatio  to thei  hild s o li e eha iou .   

An aspect of sexting that did not see mixed views 

however was the risk that it exposes children to 

owing from the fact that digital imagery was 

permanent, sharable and that it cannot be 

Chart 26: Q. How concerned are you about the 

follo i g issues i  elatio  to ou  hild e s o li e 
behaviour, either now or in the future? Sexting.  Base: 

All respondents (1500) 

59% 23% 

18% 

How concerned are you about the following 

issues i  relatio  to your hild re ’s o li e 
behaviour, either now or in the future?   

Concerns me

Neither

Does t o e  
me  
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erased once online. This was a concern for many of the parents spoken to.  

It s dangerous.  Even if it s consensual, if they break up, just out of spite, those pictures will be 

shared between their mates.  You can t u se d  a pi tu e  Parent of child in Y3/4, Birmingham 

I think it would in the future but more, sort of, from the aspect of I ould t want my daughter to 

be sending images to anybody else because of knowing the damage, not personally knowing the 

damage, just to put that in there, just knowing the damage that it can do to somebody if that 

picture does get out.  So that scares e.  Parent of child in Y3/4, Birmingham 

Others felt that the current generation are being sexualised too quickly and are uncomfortable with their 

children doing this. 

"That s why it s a dangerous thing, really, for this to happen, because at a very young age, the e 

getting sexualised when they should t be, they should be learning stuff.  Then when they go out 

and have these relationships with these females or vice versa, they think doing these things is 

normal, do you know what I ea ?  Parent of child in Y5/6, Newcastle 

"My main concern is that you re sexualising the hild.  Parent of child in Y3/4, Birmingham 

Further specific risks which were cited by parents in relation to sexting were that the child could be 

blackmailed by the person that they sent the photographs too, or that they could be misled into sending 

pictures to older strangers. 

The legal implications of sexting were an area where there seemed to be mixed levels of knowledge among 

participants in the qualitative research. Some were aware of the legal implications, but others were either 

unaware or had misconceptions about the age group which this applied to, with some believing that at age 

16 if both parties consented then it would be legal. 

A final point which emerged from some discussions about sexting was that some parents perceived that 

this was more of an issue for girls than for boys.  

 

I think it would be more damning of a girl-, a girl would get worse if she did it than if a boy did it.   

Family Depth Interview 

 

I would class that more as a worry for parents of girls, rather than of boys" Parent of 11-13 year 

old, Birmingham 

Parents were mostly confident in talking to their children about sexting, although 

there were mixed views as to when conversations should occur. 

During qualitative discussions it was commonly noted that the prospect of discussing sexting with their 

children was something which might be uncomfortable for parents, as was the case for other conversations 

about sex, but that it would be something that they would do when it was necessary.  
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70% 

22% 

8% 

How confident do you feel about talking to 

your child(ren) about the following 

topics  …? 

  

Confident

Neither

Not

confident

"Well, about sex, as well, and everything that goes with it.  ... I found it uncomfortable, and she 

found it uncomfortable, I'm thinking to myself, 'I need to get through that.  I need to talk to her 

about it.'" Parent of child in Y7/8, Glasgow 

The majority of parents responding to the survey also said that they were confident or very confident (70%) 

about having these conversations. However when asked whether or not they had actually had these 

conversations, fewer than half of parents (48%) had done so. Conversations were less common among 

parents with younger children.  

 

 

Chart 28: Q. How confident do you feel about talking to your child(ren) about the following topics? Base: All 

participants (1500) Chart 29: Q. Have you talked to your child about cyberbullying or sexting? Base: All participants 

(1500) 

 

In terms of when conversations around sexting take place, there were varying views. Those with younger 

children see this as conversation for later on compared to older children. Some parents think a good time 

to start talking about it is around when their children are having sex education. The content of the 

conversations themselves also varied. As had been the case for other discussions around online safety, 

some parents emphasised to their children that if they were uncomfortable about anything related to 

sexting then they should feel confident to speak to the parents about this. Others noted that they would 

seek to make their children clear about the potential consequences of sending sexting messages. Others 

were more direct and said that they would emphasise to their children that they should not send sexting 

messages. 

Children taking part in the research were aware of sexting and the consequences 

such as police incidents and expulsions from school 

48% 52% 

Have you talked to your child about sexting?  

Yes

No
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In both the girls and boys focus groups, participants were very aware of sexting as an issue and felt that it 

was something which was commonly taking place in their schools. This is consistent with findings from a 

recent study by the NSPCC and the Office for the Child e s Commissioner with over 1,000 children, which 

found 13% had taken a topless image of themselves and 3% a fully naked photo
9
. 

Some of the girls in the focus group said that that they felt pressured from boys to send sexts and that if 

they did not send these they were told that they were frigid but if the  did the  e e efe ed to as slags . 
One girl was very upset when she was asked by a boy to send indecent images and only told her parents 

when the problem escalated at which point the parent approached the school. 

Children were aware that distributing such imagery would get them into trouble with the police and they 

were aware of the consequences of any images getting into the wrong hands. Social consequences were 

also recognised by children. For boys, it was seen that they could get in trouble with the police but it also 

earned them social status. On the other hand girls were more worried about their reputations and the 

shame of their images being shared.  

"If you re going to send, like, a picture of you naked, that s clearly not very good..., ou d get 

arrested for it.  Bo s  Focus Group 

So, it s very, very stupid, but as… a lad, it s a bit of a lege d  Boys  Focus Group 

When asked about conversations that they may have had about sexting, some children had had 

conversations with their parents, whilst others said that their parents trusted them not to have them. Both 

boys and girls mentioned that their school will have an assembly to talk to them when an incident of 

sexting has happened.  

"We got a massive, the whole of our year, all of the girls in our year, we had massive assembly 

about it, and this woman came in [from streetwise]  Girls  Focus Group 

  

                                                      

9
 The majority of these respondents were boys in the case of both figures. See Martellozzo, E., Monaghan, A, Adler, J. R., Davidson, 

J, Le a, R. a d Ho ath, M. A. H. . I as t su e it as o al to at h it…  A ua titati e a d ualitati e e a i ation of 

the impact of online pornography on the values, attitudes, beliefs and behaviours of children and young people. London: Middlesex 

University doi:10.6084/m9.figshare.3382393: Accessible at: https://www.nspcc.org.uk/globalassets/documents/research-

reports/mdx-nspcc-occ-pornography-report.pdf 
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Insight into inappropriate content 

Summary: Insight into inappropriate content 
 Parents worried about their children finding inappropriate sexual or violent content online, 

particularly at a young age. There were seen to be risks both that children would be able to 

seek out such content but also that they may stumble upon it accidentally while searching for 

something else. In many cases the availability and graphic nature of both sexual and violent 

content was seen to be more extreme than could have been accessed when the parents were 

young. 

 One of the specific worries that parents had around sexual content was the effect that it had 

o  ou g people s pe eptions of body image and of what healthy relationships look like.  

 In terms of violent content, parents expressed concerns both about video content which could 

be seen online – either in films or in news and current affairs coverage – as well as the 

popularity of violent computer games.  

 In terms of how parents approached dealing with instances where their child had been 

exposed to content they felt was inappropriate, many of the strategies which have been 

mentioned previously were seen to be useful. In particular, it was mentioned that they may 

seek to est i t the hild s use of the ha el th ough hi h the  had see  the i app op iate 
content; and that they would seek to talk about what the child had seen – answer questions 

and to try and counter what they felt might be unhealthy messages that the child may have 

picked up by viewing this. 

Few parents said that they or a child of theirs had experienced inappropriate 

content online; however parents were concerned about both violent and sexually 

explicit content. 
 
When asked if themselves or their children had been exposed to inappropriate content, few parents had. In 

those that had experienced it, exposure to sexual content was the most common (10%), followed by 

exposure to violent content (8%) and lastly exposure to content that encourages self harm (4%).  

During focus group discussions however, parents did raise concenrs about their children potentially 

accessing inappropriate content. In terms of sexual content, some parents highlighted that they felt it could 

be easier to access than ever before: 

I thi k the ig ha ge has ee  the a aila ilit  of se ual o te t, hi h as t the e efo e, as e 
were saying" Parent of child in Y3/4, Glasgow 

It's like we said here.  You click a box, 'I'm over eighteen.'  You don't need to prove it.  You don't 

need to show a passport or anything.  You just click the box, and bang, you're in.  That is totally out 
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of order.  They know that you're not eighteen.  I'm sure, actually, these websites make it easy for 

anybody to go on them" Parent of child in Y7/8, Glasgow 

Other parents linked the availability of sexual content and pornography to concerns about young people 

being sexualised too soon – as they had also done when the subject of sexting was discussed. One 

particular concern that parents mentioned in relation to viewing sexual content was around the risk of 

children being exposed to pornography that was dehumanising, and a worry that they would translate into 

the hild s eal-life behaviours as they got older.   

 

Main stream pornography is a little bit violent and I think it does, kind of, dehumanise women and 

it s a little bit nasty… What you re seeing now in the way women are treated in your average 

pornographic clip, it s shocking and I think this is the new norm, or I think, you know, people think 

this is the new norm.  Maybe guys think it s the new norm but I don t think women do.  Parent of 

child in Y7/8, London 

In terms of violence, one area which was highlighted as something of concern was gaming. Parents felt that 

games such as Grand Theft Auto, Call Of Duty and other online sites were something which was 

incresasingly popular among young people, but that some children were not mentally prepared to play 

these games. 

I d sa  that  so  as pla i g a ouple a ga es that he should t e doi g, a d the  I thi k I 
heard of one called Brother in Arms or something.  You go around shooting, you go into different 

levels, and then we thought that was quite bad for him.  So we restricted that straight away.  Now 

e a t get a  ga es apa t f o  his age g oup… Like ou e e sa i g, ith iole e ga es, 
ou e got to u de sta d ou  hild is su h a ou g pe so , he s de elopi g" Parent of child in Y5/6, 

Newcastle 

Some parents also noted that they worried that their children seemed to react angrily when they lost or 

when things did not go their way on these games.   

One of my sons used to get really violent when he played with the Xbox, and he would play with his 

big brothers in an eighteen-year-old game.  When he didn't get his own way, he would throw things 

and damage things.  Parent of child in Y7/8, Glasgow 

Outside of gaming, some parents were worried about potential exposure to violent content everyday 

through news stories. In particular they were worried about them seeing graphic content – such as violent 

images or beheading videos – which may be accessible through social media or on news websites. 

I mean, my son is nine, ten in August, and he, for the last twelve months he s been worried about 

what s happening with ISIS and things like that.  For a nine-year-old lad to come to me and speak 

with genuine concerns-, I mean, when I was nine I was worried about what was for dinner.  Parent 

of child in Y5 and Y6, Birmingham 
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Overall, parents felt that the nature of inappropriate content is much more graphic than it was in their 

youth and parents with younger children wanted to protect their innocence as much as possible.  

 

You want to, kind of, keep their innocent as long as they can.  I know there s a big, bad world out 

there, and ou e got to prepare them for that, but kids grow up too quickly nowadays anyway.  

Parent of child in Cardiff 

Common responses that parents said they would take if they knew that their child 

had viewed inappropriate content were to restrict access, or talk about it 

In terms of how parents responded to their children viewing inappropriate content, many of the strategies 

which were described earlier in the report were seen to play an important part in helping to keep their 

children safe. There were two specific routes which were identified by parents as ones which they would 

take if they became aware that their child had been exposed to content that they felt was inappropriate. 

The first of these as to ediate the hild s a ess to the ha els that the  had used to view the content, 

or ban the use of these completely: 

I had a chat with him and I said to him, 'If your attitude changes, if you get violent, if you get angry 

or anything, you're going to lose the Xbox.'  There was an incident about a year or so ago where he 

misbehaved...  I just hid all the controllers.  He didn't have them for about a month or so  Parent of 

child in Y7/8, Glasgow 

I d take it off he  i sta tl  [if I knew my daughter had accessed inappropriate content], but then I 

would talk to he  a out it a d get o e i fo atio  a out hat she s see , ou k o , he e she 
got it f o .  I d ake a de isio  the , he  I felt that I ould gi e it a k to he  ut i sta tl  I d just 
take it off her straightaway  Parent of child in Y5/6, Birmingham 

The second strategy that parents mentioned that they would use was discussing what their children had 

seen. Some parents noted that it was important both to reiterate ground rules around viewing this type of 

content, but also that it may be necessary to counteract the kind of messages that the child might have 

been exposed to by viewing it. For instance, some parents noted that if their child had viewed pornography 

they would want to emphasise that this was not something they wanted the child to think of as normal.  

"I think if it was accidental, then it, kind of, gives you a doorway to talk to them about it and to 

maybe explain to them, 'This stuff is bad.  You shouldn't be watching this.'  If they say, 'Well, why is 

it there?' you say, 'It's for older people.  When you get to a certain age, then that's fine, but just 

now, you're not allowed that.  You know, you've got to, kind of, get there.'  You try to have a 

conversation about it, because the door has already been opened.  Rather than just trying to shove 

it under the carpet and trying to hide it, try to have the conversation with them." Parent of child in 

Y7/8, Glasgow 

"Just e ope  a d just sa , Right, ell o iousl , it is so ethi g that ou e see , so e do eed to 
talk a out it.  It s so ethi g that you might be embarrassed about, you might not, you might find 
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i te esti g, ou ight ot.  We do eed to talk a out it a d e plai  hat it is, hat s happe ed, 
ho  ou a oid it i  the futu e,  a d just t  a d a it atu e a out it ith the  Parent of child in 

Y5/6, Newcastle 

 

Conclusions and implications 
Child e s use of the i te et is e o i g o e o ile – and more often taking place away from their 

parents – and also more interactive than ever, with more games, social media platforms and interactive 

services offering young people the opportunity to interact with each other and meet new people. In this 

context most parents are aware that ensuring that their children have the skills to navigate the risks that 

exist when online in this context is key. 

There is a need to stimulate more conversations between parents and children about sexting in particular. 

Though parents are conscious that these conversations are important, some of them are delaying the start 

of these discussions due to issues which included awkwardness, lack of confidence and wanting to preserve 

thei  hild e s i o e e. I  so e ases pa e ts  o  k o ledge a out the issue is ot o plete o  up to 
date, and one area which may be useful to address is the perception from some parents that it is more of 

an issue for girls. Increasing awareness of the legal implications of sexting for boys may be one useful way 

of doing this. 

The likelihood of ha i g these dis ussio s is li ked to pa e ts  o  o fide e, oth i  a i g out tasks 
online and their confidence that they are able to have discussions about sexting. Communications should 

therefore consider the tone of the messaging to be around emphasising that these conversations are 

something which is possible for all parents to have. 

The obvious way to contact parents about online safety is through schools – they are the source which 

parents most commonly see as supporting them in keeping children safe online, and a source which 

parents often go to for support when problems arise online. Options such as developing a code of conduct 

for schools around internet safety, or using schools as a base for training workshops could be explored. 

Given the value of starting such conversations at a young age, primary schools would be a natural starting 

point. 

There does not seem to be a huge call from parents for resources and tools which support them in having 

conversations with their children about online safety. In the qualitative groups parents felt as if this was 

something they were able to do themselves but was simply uncomfortable, and many parents were 

uncomfortable with the idea of having conversations with their children that felt directed by someone 

other than themselves. One thing which did prove useful at times however was having something that 

prompted parents to discuss issues with their children – which could come in the form of an experience 

hi h had happe ed i  the pa e t o  hild s life, a sto  that the  e e a a e of f o  s hool o  a sto  
which they heard in the media. 
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One suggestion which was made during the research as to how parents could potentially be supported in 

future was through creating a knowledge-sharing network along the lines of a Neighbourhood Watch. 

Parents who signed up to the network would receive advice or news about child e s o li e safet  – in 

particular suggestions for potential risks that children may be exposed to online, for instance specific 

concerns about new games or apps, or insights into how young people are circumventing online filters and 

controls. 

Work could e do e alo gside so ial edia p o ide s i  o de  to do o e to suppo t hild e s safet  
o li e a d to alla  pa e ts  fea s a out the isks of usi g these sites. Pa e ts e e e thusiasti  he  asked 
about all of the potential measures which social media providers could provide. 
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Appendix 1- Research participant 

details 
 

Quantitative research 
In total 1,500 responses were received to the online survey. All participants were parents of at least one 

child aged between 6 and 16 years old, inclusive. Within that, quotas were set by parent age, region, SEG 

and gender in order to be representative of this population. As we did not meet the targets exactly, data 

was weighted back to reflect these splits. The tables below show the demographic breakdown of the 

weighted sample. 
 

 Total %  Total % 

Age
10

 

18-24 9 0.6 45-54 483 32.2 

25-34 278 18.5 55+ 51 3.4 

35-44 679 45.3    

Gender
11

 

Male  673 44.9 Female 827 55.1 

Region
12

 

North East 59 3.9 East 147 9.8 

North West 164 10.9 London 214 14.3 

Yorkshire and 

The Humber 
125 

8.3 
South East 212 

14.1 

East Midlands 105 7 South West 120 8 

West Midlands 130 8.7 Wales 67 4.5 

Scotland 113 
7.5 Northern 

Ireland 
44 

2.9 

                                                      

10
 Q. Firstly, could you please confirm your age (Base: All respondents, 1,500)  

11
 Q. And what is your gender? (Base: All respondents, 1,500)  

12
 Region data taken from existing panel information (Base: All respondents, 1,500)  
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Occupation
13

 

 Total %  Total % 

Employed full 

time 
1077 

71.8 
Retired 22 

1.5 

Employed part 

time 
143 

9.5 
Still studying 7 

0.4 

Unemployed 25 
1.7 Disabled or too 

ill to work 
32 

2.1 

Self employed 101 
6.7 Prefer not to 

say 
6 

0.4 

Full time 

homemaker 
86 

5.7 
  

 

SEG
14

 

 Total %  Total % 

ABC1 765 51 C2DE 735 49 

 

Qualitative research- Detailed breakdown of participants 
 

10 Focus groups with parents 
 

Parent focus groups were carried out in 5 locations across the UK with parents of different age groups. 

 

                                                      

13
 Q. Which of these best describes the head of your household? (Base: All respondents, 1,500) NB: Weighted figures 

given 

14
 De i ed f o  uestio s o  o k status a d head of household s jo  ole Base: All espo de ts, ,  NB: 

Weighted figures given 

Age of Child TOTAL London Newcastle Glasgow Cardiff Birmingham 

6-8 (Yr.1+2) 2 1 - - 1 - 

8-10 (Yr.3+4) 2 - - 1 - 1 

10-12 (Yr.5+6) 2 - 1   1 

12-14 (Yr.7+8) 2 1 - 1 - - 

14-16 (Yr.9+10) 2 - 1 - 1 - 

TOTAL 10 2 2 2 2 2 
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For each of the locations there was one group conducted with participants from socio-economic groups 

ABC1 and one with participants from groups C2DE. There was BME representation within each group. 

Fieldwork was recruited so as permissive and authoritarian parents were grouped separately.  

 

Focus groups with young people 

 
Two focus groups took place in London with year 8 schoolchildren. Group 1 consisted of 8 male 

participants, group 2 of 8 female participants. They each lasted for approximately 90 minutes. 

 

Family interviews 

 
Family interviews were structured as an initial short interview with a child, followed by a longer interview 

with one or both parents. Each section was structured separately. The interviews lasted for 90 minutes in 

total.  

 

Family interviews 

Age of child Gender Authoritarian / 

Permissive  

Location 

Year 9 Male  Authoritarian London 

Year 8 Female Authoritarian London 

Year 7 Female Authoritarian London 

Year 7 Male Authoritarian London 

S2 Female Permissive Glasgow 

S2 Female Permissive Glasgow 

Year 8 Male Permissive Birmingham 

Year 9 Male Permissive Birmingham 

 

 

Depth interviews with parents of children who had been cyberbullied 

 
Telephone interviews which lasted for approximately 30 minutes took place with parents of children who 

had experienced an incident of cyberbullying. The definition of cyberbullying was made by the parent. 

 

Depth interviews with foster parents 

Telephone interviews which lasted for approximately 30 minutes were also conducted with Foster Carers 

relating to the children they look after. We received support from Guardian Saints in identifying suitable 

participants for these interviews. 

 


